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A person suffering from heat stroke has an unusually high body
temperature. To prevent him from dying, immediate first aid
would involve placing ice bags around his neck, under his
armpits and between his groin area.
(a)

Why does a heat stroke sufferer have an unusually high
body temperature ?

(b)

How does placing ice bags at the three areas mentioned
above help to reduce his body temperature ?

Your solution here:
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Tick the correct answer
strike a match
In case of gas leak in the
operate on electrical switch
kitchen, one should
open all the doors and windows of the house
Which of the following
should be used to put
off an electrical fire ?

sand
mud
water
vacate the building immediately
go down the stair
never use the lift

If there is fire in the
building, one should
Petrol is __________
than water.

heavier
lighter
equal

For wounds, cuts, and
scratches one should

scratch it more
leave it uncovered and untidy
clean it with antiseptic lotion

For __________, apply ice
on the head and pinch the
bridge of the nose.

snake bite
rabies
nose bleed
fracture

In case of a cut or a wound
one should take _________
injection.

anti-tetanus
hepatitis A
hepatitis B
polio

Bleeding from the nose
happens for many people
in summer only when
_________ burst.

capillaries
tissues
bones
cuts
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Complete the chart given below with the help of clues given
bel ow.

Pinch bridge
of nose
Apply ice
on head

Wash
Apply
antiseptic
Types of First Aid

Wash area
Apply
antiseptic
Consult a
doctor

Rub ice
The bandage
for support

Hold area under
cold water
Apply
antiseptic

Provide support
to fractured part
Consult a doctor
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Identify the traffice symbols.
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Give One Word.
Support given to the fractured area
Support made from cloth
Place where tissues around the joint get torn
A tight bandage which can be tightened
further by twisting a cross piece through it
Breaking or cracking of a bone
Walking on four feet close to the ground
With fault
Strong chemical to kill Pests
Very bad, intense
The aid are treatment given to the
injured before the arrival of a doctor
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